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The Amangiri  
Experience 

Hundreds of miles of untouched landscape surrounds 
Amangiri which lies at the gateway to the public lands 
of the Colorado Plateau. With experiences ranging 
from leisurely to active, Amangiri’s activities encourage 
guests to discover the region at their own pace. 

Long-standing relationships with local experts allow 
Amangiri to arrange tailor-made itineraries – a bespoke 

Discovering an 
Ancient Landscape
Respecting the backcountry of Amangiri

Traveling with care
Amangiri is fortunate to call the Colorado Plateau 
home. However, with this honor comes responsibility. 
To experience the landscape in its unaltered, pristine 
state, please travel quietly and lightly on the land. 

Cultural artifacts are safeguarded by the Archaeological 
Resources Protection Act. It is illegal to disturb 
archaeological or historic sites or to remove any 
artifacts found on public lands. Enjoy and learn from 
these sites while respecting these national treasures. 
These are sacred to Native Americans or are important 
cultural reminders of pioneer heritage. 

It is illegal to carve into any of the rocks on or off 
Amangiri’s property. 

Natural objects of beauty or interest such as antlers, 
petrified wood and colored rocks, are part of the 
backcountry and should be left for others to experience. 

Quick movements and loud noises are stressful  
to animals. Please travel quietly and do not touch,  
get close to, pursue, feed or force animals to flee. 

Amangiri thanks you in advance for joining  
our effort to protect this fragile environment. 

Don’t Bust the Crust
The darker-colored, textured soil that can be  
found throughout Amangiri’s grounds is composed  
of living organisms that are a vital part of the region’s 
ecosystem. They are instrumental in reducing erosion, 
as well as increasing water retention and soil fertility. 
We encourage you to keep to maintained trails and 
walk in your guide’s footsteps to protect these fragile 
soils that take decades to recover. 

approach that guarantees a creative, adventurous 
experience. All activities are family friendly unless 
otherwise defined by age, height or weight restrictions. 

Advanced reservations for experiences are encouraged. 
To find out more or to create a custom itinerary, please 
contact the Amangiri Experience Team who will be 
delighted to assist.
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Amangiri’s property encompasses 900 acres  
(364 hectares) on the Colorado Plateau and features  
more than 12 miles of designated trails. Trails are 
waymarked by signs, posts and rock cairns. They vary  
in length and difficulty and offer beautiful views of  
the property as well as surrounding archaeological, 
geological and natural findings. Note that the Cave 
Trail, which circumnavigates the Broken Arrow  
Cave, is open to guests, however a guide is required  
to enter the cave, due to it being a federally protected 
archaeological site. Trail Maps are available from the 
Front Desk and in your Suite.

Amangiri Trail System
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Navajo Nation 
Slot Canyons
Geological marvels of the Southwest

Three Slot Canyon Tour

Led by a Navajo guide, this 1.8-mile (2.9-kilometer) 
easy walk visits three distinct canyons of the southwest: 
Upper Antelope Canyon, Rattlesnake Canyon, and Owl 
Canyon. Your local, knowledgeable guide will drive 
you 40 minutes from the resort to the mouth of each 
narrow canyon on this three hour tour. Discover the 
geological wonders of the smooth, swirling canyon 
walls while gaining insight into the rich heritage  
of the Navajo Nation.  

Horseshoe Bend Add On

Enhance your Three Slot Canyon Tour experience by 
adding a stop at scenic Horseshoe Bend. The 0.75-mile 
(1.2-kilometer) trail is well marked and easy to follow. 
Your reward for minimal effort is the incredible view  
of the 1,000-foot-deep (300-meter) gorge of the 
Colorado River. This addition will make the tour 
roughly 4 hours.

8
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Via Ferrata Climbing 
Experience
An iconic and exhilarating climb

Via Ferratas (iron roads) in Italian, were originally 
created during the First World War to aid troop 
movements in the Dolomite mountains, bordering  
Italy and Austria. Today, they endure as a series of 
cables and ladder rungs fixed to rock faces, enabling  
the ascent of steep mountain routes. Amangiri offers  
a number of fun and challenging Via Ferrata routes,  
led by expert guides on the property’s sandstone mesas.  
Your guide will provide a helmet, harness and backpack 
for the experience. Participants must be 10 years of age 
or older to take part in a Via Ferrata and six years or older 
to participate in the Canyon Crossing experience.  

Vertigo Via Ferrata
3 Hours
 
After a quick hike, climb up a partially exposed  
route to reach the top of the mesa. Once you reach  
the summit, you have the option to cross the two  
suspension bridges. The first is a narrow 6-inch-wide 
(15-centimeter) bridge and the second is a 450-foot-
high (137-meter) suspension bridge. This route offers 
the perfect amount of adrenaline, with commanding 
views in every direction. Rappel training (abseiling)  
can be added to the end of the Vertigo route, extending 
the excursion by approximately one hour. 

Hoodoo Via Ferrata
3 Hours 
 
Beginning with a short hike to the starting point of the 
climb, you will ascend a minimally exposed route to the 
top of the mesa. Once you reach the top, there are two 
optional suspension bridges, one of which is 18-inches 
(45-centimeters) wide - spanning a 450-foot-high 
(137-meter) gorge. Rappel training (abseiling) can be 
added to the end of the Hoodoo route, extending the 
excursion by approximately one hour. The Hoodoo 
route is the most popular entry-level route for guests 
who have never experienced a Via Ferrata.

Labyrinth Via Ferrata
3 Hours
 
This tour starts with a 15-minute UTV ride to a remote 
corner of the property. With the option to ascend The 
Slide, a less challenging route, or The Golden Pillar,  
an intermediate route, climbers ascend the 300 foot 
(91-meter) Blue Pools Mesa, to be rewarded by a 
landscape of arches and ancestral pictographs,  
before descending back to the UTV.
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VIA FERRATA CLIMBING EXPERIENCE

Voodoo Via Ferrata
3 Hours
 
The Voodoo Via Ferrata is regarded as the most 
exposed and challenging route Amangiri has to offer. 
After about a 20-minute hike, you arrive at the starting 
point of this climb. Ascending a technical ridge of 
Entrada Sandstone, this route also leads to the two 
suspension bridges offered in the Hoodoo and Vertigo 
routes. Being too steep to descend, you will climb down 
either the Hoodoo or the Vertigo route. This route is 
perfect for those looking for an elevated adventure. 
Rappel training (abseiling) can be added to the end  
of the Voodoo route, extending the excursion by 
approximately one hour. 
 
 
Studhorse Mesa Via Ferrata Loop
4.5 Hours 

On the Studhorse Mesa Via Ferrata Loop, you will 
climb to the top of the Studhorse Mesa utilizing the  
Red Line Ridge Via Ferrata and descend the Rincon  
Via Ferrata route. Once you reach the top, you have  
an option to hike to Skylight Arch, where you will enjoy 
panoramic views of Lake Powell, Navajo Mountain and 
the Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument.  
If you prefer to hike instead of climbing down, you will 
return to Amangiri via the Studhorse Trail, adding three 
miles of hiking to this experience. 

Cave Peak Via Ferrata
3 Hours
 
The only route to feature the Cave Peak Stairway, 
the Cave Peak Via Ferrata, with an unmatched vertical 
ascent, is one of Amangiri’s more challenging courses. 
After hiking to the starting point of this route, the climb 
begins up a partially exposed path to the top. Once the 
summit has been reached, there is the option of crossing 
the Cave Peak Stairway, a ladder that is about 200-feet 
(61-meters) long, featuring 120 steps that rises 400 feet 
(122-meters) above the ground. The Cave Peak route 
and Stairway offer intense exposure and mesmerizing 
views of the property and wilderness beyond. 

Canyon Crossing Experience
3 Hours 
 
This exhilarating experience has been designed to 
challenge and inspire families with a fun introduction  
to assisted rock climbing. Once harnessed, work your 
way across a number of unique, small climbs and 
bridges. This site also features a replica dinosaur dig, 
created using castings from real fossils, that reference  
a paleontology site at nearby Grand Staircase-Escalante 
National Monument. All participants must be 6-years 
or older to participate.



Boating &  
Kayaking Adventures
Picturesque Lake Powell and 
the mighty Colorado River

The 28-foot (8.5-meter) Cobalt, Chaparral or Nautique 
boats are perfect for summertime fun on Lake Powell. 
These speed boats are ideal for scenic tours and a 
variety of watersports during warm weather. Open  
Bow Boat tours depart from Antelope Point Marina,  
45 minutes from Amangiri and have a maximum 
capacity of six guests per boat. Multiple vessels  
are available for larger parties.  

Open Bow Boating Tours

Three or Four-Hour

On the three or four-hour scenic tours, visit locations 
such as Padre Bay, Labyrinth Canyon, Face Canyon  
or West Canyon while taking in sights like Dominguez 
Butte, Tower Butte and Cookie Jar Butte. If time allows, 
take a quick swim to cool down from the heat or relax  
in the sun. 

Five to Eight-Hour

On a five to eight-hour trip, enjoy the many sights and 
points of interest available on the three or four-hour 
tours, as well as a variety of optional watersports,  
such as wakeboarding, waterskiing, wakesurfing, 
kneeboarding and tubing. All are included as part  
of this extended experience and open to adventurers  
of all levels. In addition to the included watersports,  
for an additional charge, you may also add kayaks, 
stand-up paddleboards or jet skis to enjoy while 
exploring Lake Powell.
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BOATING & KAYAKING ADVENTURES

Embark on a Lake Powell adventure aboard our luxury 
37-foot (11.3-meter) Axopar. This vessel features an 
enclosed cabin with heating and cooling for year-round 
enjoyment. If you need a break from the sun, retreat to 
the below deck cabin for a quick nap. A retractable roof 
allows for amazing views of the canyons from inside 
the boat. Relax in comfort while your Captain and 
dedicated Deck Hand assist with all of your needs.  
This boat departs from Wahweap Marina, 25 minutes 
from Amangiri and has a maximum capacity of six 
guests. Fleet is available for parties of more than six.  

37-Foot Axopar Boat
The 28-foot (8.5-meter) Axopar cabin cruiser is ideal  
for extended journeys on Lake Powell. This boat is 
perfect for paddleboarding in summer or backcountry 
exploration throughout the year. With a climate-
controlled cabin, panoramic windows and retractable 
roof, this boat offers year-round comfort and is perfect 
for your next Lake Powell adventure. The 28 foot 
Axopar boating experiences depart from Antelope 
Point Marina, 45 minutes from Amangiri and have  
a passenger limit of six people.  

28-Foot Axopar Boat

Five-Hour
 
On this customizable boating tour, you will view many 
of the famous buttes and bays of Lake Powell, and 
explore a few side canyons, such as Cascade Canyon or 
Forbidding Canyon. There will also be time to cool off 
with a swim, take advantage of the four paddleboards 
included with the vessel (May to November) or hike in 
one of the many backcountry canyons of Lake Powell. 

Eight-Hour
 
On this eight-hour custom tour, enjoy an extended 
amount of time to explore secret coves and scenic  
side canyons of Lake Powell, away from the  
crowds. Visit one or more backcountry hiking  
and paddleboarding destinations and discover  
hidden arches, natural wonders like Rainbow Bridge 
National Monument and ancient Native American 
ruins. Swimming is available in the warmer seasons. 

Two-Hour Sunset Cruise
 
Get a taste of Lake Powell at Golden Hour on this 
relaxing two-hour cruise. This pre-dinner experience 
includes chef-created canapés and can be accompanied 
by a bottle of wine or champagne of your choice, for an 
additional charge. 

Day Trip
 
This vessel is reserved for your ultimate boating  
day trip. Whether you would like to cruise for a few 
hours or the whole day, the 37-foot Axopar guarantees 
an unforgettable experience on Lake Powell. Enjoy 
activities such as backcountry hiking, swimming, 
canyon exploration and expertly guided fishing.

Two-Hour Sunset Cruise
 
Enjoy Lake Powell at Golden Hour on a relaxing,  
scenic two-hour sunset cruise. This pre-dinner 
experience includes chef-created canapés and can  
be accompanied by a bottle of wine or champagne  
of your choice, for an additional charge. 
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BOATING & KAYAKING ADVENTURES

Five-Hour  
Lake Powell Kayaking

The 28-foot (8.5-meter) Munson Adventure Boat  
is built for year-round exploration. The aluminum 
landing craft has a drop-down bow door, allowing  
for easy launching of paddleboards from the vessel 
and access to backcountry hiking. The boat has ample 
deck and interior space, allowing for comfortable, 
unobstructed views year round. All Munson 
Adventure Boat tour depart from Antelope Point 
Marina, located 45 minutes from Amangiri and have  
a passenger limit of six. 

Munson Adventure Boat
On this personalized Sea-Doo adventure, maneuver 
through the open water and towering narrow canyons  
of Lake Powell. Discover remote parts of the lake, 
inaccessible by boat. Enjoy unique backcountry  
hiking destinations and expertly guided fishing.  
While reserved for the day, you have the option  
to embark on a few hours’ journey or enjoy up to  
nine hours on the lake. Available any time of year,  
this experience departs from Wahweap Marina,  
25 minutes from Amangiri. Participants must  
be 12-years or older, with a Utah Boaters Safety  
Course certificate if under 18.

Enjoy a five-hour guided kayaking tour through some  
of the most picturesque locations on Lake Powell. 
Choose between two destinations and an option  
of single or tandem kayaks to cater this experience  
to your preferences and skill level. 

Five-Hour Antelope Canyon  
Kayaking Tour
 
This kayaking experience is suitable for more  
advanced kayakers, aged 10 or above. Starting from  
 Antelope Point Marina, 45 minutes from Amangiri,  
this experience starts with a challenging 30-minute 
paddle through potentially turbulent water to reach  
the entrance of Antelope Canyon. Once in the  
canyon, enjoy the calmer waters and beauty  
of the rising, red-rock formation. 

Five-Hour Lone Rock Kayaking Tour
 

Located about 20 minutes from Amangiri, this location 
is suitable for beginners and leisurely kayakers. Enjoy 
this local favorite by navigating beautiful Wahweap Bay 
around Lone Rock at your own pace. Availability is 
based on Lake Powell water levels.

Sea-Doo Adventure

Three-Hour
 
On this customizable three-hour sightseeing tour,  
visit Padre Bay, the largest expanse of open water on 
Lake Powell. You will take in sights such as Dominguez 
Butte, Tower Butte and Cookie Jar Butte, or cruise one 
of Lake Powell’s many side canyons such as Face 
Canyon, Labyrinth Canyon or West Canyon.  

Five-Hour
 
With five hours on the water, you will experience  
many of the popular sights included on the three-hour 
tour, plus visit more remote canyons such as Driftwood, 
Anasazi, Cascade or Cathedral Canyon. The extended 
time on the water also allows for paddleboarding  
and swimming from May to November, depending  
on water temperature.  
 

Eight-Hour
 
On this custom eight-hour journey, you have the 
opportunity to visit one or more premier backcountry 
hiking or paddle boarding destinations. This extended 
tour allows extra time to visit and hike to locations such 
as Rainbow Bridge National Monument, the historic 
Hole in the Rock site, hidden arches or Native American 
ruins. Paddleboarding and swimming are available 
from May to November, although the water does  
not tend to warm up until July.

This remarkable kayaking day trip starts and ends  
at Lees Ferry along the Colorado River, about 75 
minutes from Amangiri. After arriving to Lees Ferry, 
take a 30-minute jet-boat tour up the majestic Colorado 
River through Horseshoe Bend to Glen Canyon Dam. 
From there, you will independently kayak or float down 
the river back toward Lees Ferry, at your own pace. 
With your captain remaining nearby, request to be 
picked up at any time along the 16-mile (25.7-kilometer)  
river route to return back to Amangiri.

Colorado River  
Kayaking Experience
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Hiking Adventures
Incredible National Parks  
and memorable local favorites 

Enjoy a two-hour guided hike through Amangiri’s  
12 miles of picturesque hiking trails. Explore  
unique mesas and gain insights into the geological  
and archaeological history, as well as the plant and  
wildlife of the surrounding area. 

Two-Hour Property Hike

Three-Hour  
Off-Property Hikes
Resurrection Canyon
 
A 15-minute drive from Amangiri, Resurrection 
Canyon is a white Entrada Sandstone canyon with 
numerous windows, hoodoos and winding chutes.  
The route is ideal for photographers and anyone 
wishing to wander through its unique features.  
This moderate out-and-back hike will cover  
about four miles (6.4 kilometers). 

Studhorse Mesa 
 
Departing from Amangiri, this three-hour tour includes 
a stop at the Studhorse Mesa Hoodoos and a short 
two-mile (3.5-kilometer) out-and-back hike to Skylight 
Arch. This tour allows you to sit back and enjoy the 
views of Lake Powell, Navajo Mountain and even 
Amangiri down below, as your guide transports you  
to these destinations in a UTV. All passengers must be 
at least 4 feet 10 inches (1.47 meters) tall to participate.
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HIKING ADVENTURES

Five-Hour Hiking Tours

Buckskin Gulch
 
Located one hour from Amangiri through open red-rock 
country, Buckskin Gulch is the longest, deepest slot 
canyon in the southwest United States. This moderate 
hike ranges from a three-mile (4.8-kilometer) hike  
to an eight-mile (12.8-kilometer) hike. Enjoy ancient 
petroglyphs, twisted rock formations and dramatic 
photo opportunities on this hike. This hike can also  
be extended as an eight-hour experience. 

 
Cathedral Wash
 
About 75-minutes from Amangiri, Cathedral Wash 
begins in the softer red sandstone and shale of Glen 
Canyon National Recreation Area. On this challenging 
hike, make your way past obstacles requiring the use  
of your hands, before entering the Grand Canyon’s  
top layer of grey Kaibab Limestone. After reaching  
the Colorado River, return on the same trail for  
a 3.3-mile (5.3-kilometer) round-trip hike. 

 
Hackberry Canyon
 
Located an hour from Amangiri, Hackberry Canyon  
is a remote canyon with a refreshing, gentle flow of 
spring water on the sandy canyon floor. This moderate 
hike ranges from a five-mile (eight-kilometer) to a 
10-mile (16-kilometer) out-and-back hike. Hackberry 
Canyon can be paired with Yellow Dome to create  
a full-day tour. 

 

Hodges Hideaway
 
An Amangiri house favorite: this destination is ideal  
for the fall, winter and spring. Located 45 minutes  
from Amangiri, this easy hike will take you to wide, 
open, rarely visited areas, with possibilities to see 
Native American artifacts. With no trails or roads,  
this hike can range from a three-mile (4.8-kilometer) 
hike to an eight-mile (12.8 kilometer) remote 
backcountry experience.   

Thousand Pockets
 
Navigate a sandstone landscape of spectacular  
domes, fins and rock sculptures on this easy, guided 
hike located within the Vermilion Cliffs National 
Monument. After a 45-minute drive from Amangiri, 
explore the unique landscape on a shorter three-mile 
(4.8-kilometer) hike, or hike all the way to the Paria 
Canyon Overlook on a six-mile (9.7-kilomiter) 
out-and-back hike. 

Yellow Dome
 
This giant, multicolored sandstone monolith offers 
panoramic views of the Grand Staircase-Escalante 
National Monument. Located an hour from Amangiri, 
this challenging hike ascends the impressive 850-feet 
(260-meter) dome on a short 2.5-mile (four-kilometer) 
hike to the summit and back. Hackberry Canyon can be 
paired with Yellow Dome to create a full-day tour. 
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HIKING ADVENTURES

Eight-Hour Hiking Tours National Park Hiking Tours

Middle-Route Buckskin Gulch
 
Experience the lower end of Buckskin Gulch on this 
challenging six- to eight-mile (9.6 to 12.8-kilometer) 
hike. Located an hour from Amangiri, this hike drops 
down into the canyon via a challenging scramble with 
the assistance of a few ropes. With little to no one 
around, enjoy this striking slot canyon and a few 
petroglyphs along the way.

White Pocket
 
White Pocket is an area with unique sandstone 
formations of domes and ridges located about  
2.5 hours from Amangiri. This location has no 
designated trails and offers dramatic scenery on  
an easy one- to three-mile (1.6 to 4.8-kilometer) hike  
at your own pace. With numerous points of interest,  
the area is a perfect playground for nature enthusiasts 
and well worth the drive to reach this incredible place. 

North & South Coyote Buttes
 
North and South Coyote Buttes are two permitted  
areas within the Vermilion Cliffs Wilderness area. 
North Coyote Buttes has been popularized by  
The Wave, a geological formation within the area.  
Both locations require a permit, obtained via a lottery 
system from the U.S. Bureau of Land Management. 
Upon request, Amangiri will enter your names into  
the lottery two days before your desired hiking date.  
If a permit is drawn, you will set off on a privately 
guided eight-hour hike of either North or South  
Coyote Buttes. 

Bryce Canyon National Park
 
Located 2.5 hours from Amangiri, this nine-hour tour 
of Bryce Canyon National Park will take you up close  
to the unique red-rock formations of the area. On this 
customized hiking tour, visit scenic viewpoints, easily 
accessed from the road, or adventure deep into the 
canyon to explore trails such as the Queen’s Garden  
or the Navajo Loop. 

Grand Canyon National Park

Experience one of the Seven Natural Wonders of  
the World. Located about 2.5 hours from Amangiri, 
experience the Grand Canyon on a customized, 
nine-hour tour. Choose to visit a number of unique 
scenic viewpoints, Grand Canyon Village or hike  
a portion of the South Kaibab or Bright Angel trails. 
During summer months, when the North Rim is open, 
choose to visit the canyon’s less developed, more 
peaceful side, with several easily accessible viewpoints. 
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Horseback Adventures
Peaceful Western-style riding experiences 

On-Property Horseback Ride
 
Embrace your inner cowboy or cowgirl on this authentic, 
American experience. Your horses will meet you just  
a few hundred steps away from the Amangiri or Camp 
Sarika Main Pavilion. The two-hour horseback trail ride 
takes you to various on-property destinations, such as 
the Broken Arrow Cave and a small petroglyph panel. 
All levels of riding experience are welcome and an 
extended saddle to accommodate a small child  
and adult on one horse is available upon request. 

Off-Property Horseback Ride
 
This three-hour horseback riding experience through 
the red Vermilion Cliff sandstone of the Paria River 
region is located 25 minutes from Amangiri. Starting  
in an open area, this trail ride will take you through  
a narrow canyon called Long Canyon before returning  
to your starting destination. All levels of riding 
experience are welcome and an extended saddle  
to accommodate a small child and adult on one  
horse is available upon request.
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Off-Road Adventures
Rugged backcountry exploration

Can-Am Maverick  
Off-Roading Adventure

Three-Hour 

Located 15 minutes from Amangiri, this tour  
allows you to take the wheel of a Can-Am Maverick. 
Traverse rugged terrain as you explore the natural 
wonders of southern Utah. Suitable for both beginners 
and experienced drivers, each machine accommodates  
up to four people. Drivers must be aged 16 or over  
and have a valid driver’s license. All passengers must  
be able to have their feet flat on the ground with their 
back resting against their seat to participate.

 
Eight-Hour
 
Beginning 15 minutes from Amangiri, drive a Can-Am 
Maverick over 100 miles along cliffs towering high 
above the desert floor and see views seldom seen  
by others. Visit locations like Grosvenor Arch,  
Lower Hackberry area and the Paria River on this 
eight-hour experience. Each machine accommodates 
up to four people, including the driver. Drivers must  
be aged 16 or older and have a valid driver’s license.  
All passengers must be able to sit with their back 
resting against their seat and have their feet flat  
on the ground to participate.
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Hot-Air Balloon 
Adventure

Enjoy a captivating hot-air balloon tour at sunrise,  
right here at Amangiri. This serene experience 
launches just after sunrise, offering a tranquil 
15-30-minute flight over Amangiri’s 900 acres  
(364 hectares). Although available year-round,  
our hot-air balloon tours are more likely to take  
place during the fall, winter and spring seasons.  
You must be at least 36-inches (91-centimeters)  
tall to participate and there is a passenger limit  
of four per flight. This experience is weather  
dependent and flightworthy conditions are  
determined the morning of the experience.

Extraordinary views of the Amangiri landscape
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Helicopter Adventures
An exhilarating way to view the geography 
of the area

Lake Powell Helicopter Tour
 
The local helicopter tour is a great way to experience  
the unique scenery surrounding Amangiri. This 
45-minute flight includes a journey over Alstrom  
Point, Lake Powell, Horseshoe Bend and the Glen 
Canyon Dam. An optional stop on Tower Butte can  
be included, adding 15 minutes atop the monolith  
to walk around and take in panoramic views of  
Lake Powell and beyond.  

Tower Butte Yoga
 
Begin your day just after sunrise atop Tower Butte:  
your own private, open-air yoga studio 1,000 feet 
above Lake Powell. The journey starts with a scenic 
15-minute helicopter flight from Amangiri. Fly over 
Lake Powell and the Glen Canyon National Recreation 
Area before landing on top of Tower Butte. Here, your 
yoga instructor will guide you through a 45-minute 
yoga and meditation session inspired by the magical 
energy of the surrounding scenery. After yoga, enjoy  
15 restful minutes to take in the sights before departing 
back to Amangiri.

Grand Canyon National Park
 
Appreciate the sheer scale of the Grand Canyon with  
a scenic helicopter tour from Amangiri. Departing 
directly from Amangiri’s property, this 1.5-hour flight 
will not only take you on a scenic tour of the Grand 
Canyon, but you will also see a vast network of state 
and federally protected land along the way. 

Take this experience to the next level and add a guided 
ground tour of the South Rim of the Grand Canyon.  
As well as the helicopter tour, this 6.5-hour excursion 
includes a private guide to take you on a custom 
four-hour ground tour of the Canyon. Choose to visit  
a number of unique scenic viewpoints, Grand Canyon 
Village or hike a portion of the South Kaibab or Bright 
Angel trails. 
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HELICOPTER ADVENTURES

E-Biking Adventures
Journey through the desert by electric bike

Three-Hour Paria Townsite

One of the most scenic E-Biking options is the Paria 
Townsite. Starting 45 minutes from Amangiri, this  
ride winds through Chinle Formation, on segments  
of maintained and unmaintained dirt roads to  
the Paria River before returning to the vehicle.  
All participants must be at least 5 foot 2 inches  
(1.57 meters) to participate. 
 

Three-Hour Page Rim Trail

Suitable for more experienced bikers, this single-track, 
10-mile (16-kilometer) loop around the city of Page, 
Arizona, mixes remote and urban stretches. Starting  
30 minutes from Amangiri, this trail can be done as  
a single segment or as a loop. All participants must  
be 5 foot 2 inches (1.57 meters) or taller to participate.

  

Three-Hour Studhorse Mesa 

The Studhorse Mesa E-Biking tour starts conveniently 
30 minutes from Amangiri. Taking place on a dirt road, 
the ride passes unique hoodoos and great views of Lake 
Powell. All riders must be 5 foot 2 inches (1.57 meters) 
or taller to participate. If desired, this experience can 
also include a hike to Skylight Arch, breaking up your 
time on the bike.  

Five-Hour Alstrom Point

Alstrom Point provides some of the most scenic, 
photogenic views of Lake Powell. Beginning an hour 
from Amangiri, this ride takes place on a backcountry 
dirt road with some sections of rugged slick rock.  
It can range from a two-mile (3.2-kilometer) ride  
to the closest rim or a more challenging 6.5-mile 
(10.5-kilometer) ride to the end point. All participants 
must be a minimum of 5 foot 2 inches (1.57 meters)  
to participate.

Bryce Canyon National Park

A scenic 90-minute flight to Bryce Canyon National 
Park offers spectacular views of the famous hoodoo 
rock formations of the area. Taking off from Amangiri, 
this excursion will fly over the heart of the Grand 
Staircase-Escalante National Monument on your  
way to Bryce Canyon. Add on a bird’s-eye view of  
Zion National Park for an extra hour of flight time to 
experience the unique, jagged landscape of the region. 

For a more physical experience, schedule a charter  
to Bryce Canyon Airport for a four-hour ground tour  
of the park with a guide. This six-hour, customized 
experience can include a visit to scenic viewpoints  
or take you into the canyon to explore trails such as  
the Queen’s Garden or Navajo Loop. Combine your 
charter with a scenic flyover of Zion National Park  
to see two beautiful parks in one amazing tour.

Monument Valley Tribal Park

One of the best ways to visit Monument Valley is by  
air. Originating directly from Amangiri, this 1-hour 
45-minute scenic helicopter tour will take you over a 
large section of Lake Powell and the vast open country 
of the Navajo Nation, before flying through Monument 
Valley Tribal Park.

Add on a guided 3.5-hour private ground tour to  
make this a six-hour experience. On your private 
ground tour, take in sights of the famous features  
of Monument Valley like the Mittens, Merrick  
Butte and the Totem Pole. 
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Cultural Activities 
Ignite the spirit of adventure and curiosity

Rug-Weaving Workshop

Celebrate the rich legacy of this Native American craft. 
Learn about the history of rug weaving, which was first 
taught to Diné women, beginning a long tradition of 
intergenerational craftsmanship. After the 60-minute 
private session, take home your own small hand-woven 
rug. Recommended for those aged six and older.

Private Navajo Storytelling

Storytelling is part of the oral tradition of Native 
American people, through which values, language, 
memories, ethics and philosophy are passed on to the 
next generation. In this private, 60-minute session, 
enjoy stories of harmonious living between the Navajo 
people within Amangiri’s region, its wildlife and the 
earth. Recommended for those aged four or older.

Paleontology Tour

Amangiri is located 20 minutes from a region  
of fossil-rich tropic shale, which locals refer to as  
“The Moon”. An easy three hours of exploration  
allows you to view 90-million-year-old fossilized 
marine specimens. If the Big Water Visitor Center  
is open, an additional stop will be made to view their 
Dinosaur Exhibit. This tour may be extended to five 
hours. Great for children and recommended for those 
aged four or older.

 

Flute-Making Workshop

Experience a hands-on flute-making workshop where 
your family will learn how to make their own Native 
American flute. Starting with a pre-drilled flute blank, 
use hand tools to finish the flute while discussing the 
history and culture of the Native American flute. 
Recommended for those aged eight and older.

Dreamcatcher Workshop

Discover the art of Native American weaving as  
a local craftsperson instructs you on how to create 
authentic dreamcatchers, made from genuine Navajo 
materials. During this 60-minute workshop, create 
your very own dreamcatcher, learning the meaning  
and significance of your art. Recommended for  
those aged six and older. 

Pottery-Making Workshop
 
Discover the art and heritage of the Navajo people  
with a 60-minute pottery workshop. Craft your  
own masterpiece using clay from the Dinétah  
(Navajo homeland), immersing yourself in centuries-
old traditions. Once complete, your piece of art will  
be taken off site to a kiln for drying before being mailed  
to your home address. Recommended for those aged 
eight and older.
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CULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

Beading Workshop
 
Enjoy the art of beadwork in this 60-minute workshop. 
Create your own bracelets, hat bands, or patches to 
adorn a hat or bag. Learn about traditional beadwork 
and how it has been passed from generation to 
generation. This workshop is recommended for  
those aged eight and older.

Astronomy

Amangiri experiences year-round clear, dark skies, 
making the property the perfect stargazing outpost. 
Amangiri’s resident astronomy enthusiast will  
lead you on a 90-minute tour of the night sky.  
View planets in the solar system, as well as deep 
galaxies and constellations. This experience is  
available for all ages. 

Wildlife Workshop

In this interactive 60-minute workshop, our resident 
animal enthusiast will provide hands-on introduction  
to some of our region’s most interesting creatures,  
such as snakes and lizards, as well as members  
of the arachnid family (scorpions and tarantulas).  
This workshop is available for all ages. 

Navajo Hoops Cultural Performance

Hear the timeless origin stories of the Navajo dances 
before the Diné language became written. Learn  
about Native American heritage through captivating 
song and dance. This 60-minute private hoop-dance 
performance will showcase local dancers in traditional 
dress, accompanied by live drum music. Perfect for the 
entire family, this experience is available for all ages.  
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Local Sightseeing

Toadstool Hoodoos

Located 20 minutes from Amangiri, the Toadstool 
Hoodoos trail is an easy 2.8-mile (4.5-kilometer) 
out-and-back hike. The location offers a gently sloping 
hike on a well maintained but sandy trail, leading  
to several mushroom-shaped hoodoos.  

Horseshoe Bend

This 0.75-mile (1.2-kilometer) hike is located  
30 minutes from Amangiri. The trail is well marked  
and easy to follow. Your reward for minimal effort  
is an incredible view of a 1,000-feet-deep (300-meter) 
270-degree bend of the Colorado River.

Carl Hayden Visitor Center

Just 20 minutes from Amangiri, the visitor center  
offers exhibits and a wealth of information. The 
location offers scenic views of the Glen Canyon Dam, 
Lake Powell above the dam and the Colorado River 
below the dam. 

Lake Powell National Golf Course

With views of Glen Canyon National Recreation Area 
and the Vermilion Cliffs, Lake Powell National Golf 
Course provides an unparalleled golfing experience. 
The 18-hole championship facility offers multiple tee 
boxes and accommodates all skill levels.

Wahweap Overlook

About 20 minutes from Amangiri, this is a perfect way 
to wrap up a peaceful day in the desert. This hilltop 
vantage point offers panoramic views of the 
surrounding public lands and Lake Powell. 

 
Big Water Visitor Center

Only 15 minutes from Amangiri, this visitor center  
is geared toward paleontology and geology of the 
Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument. 
Exhibits feature an impressive display of real dinosaur 
relics, along with a large painted mural depicting the 
late Cretaceous period.

Powell Museum & Archives

Within the town of Page, 30 minutes from Amangiri, 
the Powell Museum pays homage to American geologist 
and explorer, John Wesley Powell, by sharing his 
passions of cartography, geology and boating. Learn 
more about the history of exploration on the Colorado 
River, and the unique history of Manson Mesa,  
where Page is located.
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A M A N G I R I

1 Kayenta Road Canyon Point, UT 84741

Tel: +1 435 675 3999 
E-mail: amangiri@aman.com


